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Millions
More March
by lauren kitz
The Millions More March, of officials in reacting and
held last Sunday, October 19th , responding to the devastation
of New Orleans by Hurricane
marked the I 0th anniversary
Nation of Islam
of the 1995 Million Man Katrina.
March, continuing -a similar leader and co-organizer Louis
tradition in some respects but Farrakhan, in his 75-minute
address of marchers, accused
embracing a more progressive,
inclusive attitude than the the Bush administration of
He did
previous march. The 1995 "criminal neglect."
event allowed only black not perpetuate the rumor that
men to march, and focused the levees surrounding black
on a message of active self- communities were bombed to
improvement for the black ·deliberately cause flooding,
community. In contrast, this although he had been making
in the
march welcomed both women such speculations
He also
and people of different races past few weeks.
introduced the concept of
to participate. Furthermore,

the more recent Millions
More March focused on
government neglect towards
the
black
community,
particularly the slow action

tdna
a
encouraged all participants to
donate a dollar each. •
Although it is too early to
gauge the effects of the event,
it is hoped that they will bear

a resemblance to those that that may reveal anything are march's executive director,
led gay and lesbian activists
resulted from The Million subway ridership statistics,
to organize a protest of the
Man March. Following the which suggest that attendance
march that made its way
1995 march, the National was around 370,000.
Association of Black Social Beyond attendance, greater down Pennsylvania Avenue
of
controversy
towards the podium where
Workers reported a significant . points
nationwide
increase
in
applications to adopt black
children. Furthermore, one
and a half million black
men registered to vote in
the months following the
march - analysts believe
that b-oth of these factors
are demonstrative of the
positive impact the march
had on morale in the black
community and the country
as a whole.
One
unsettled
dispute
concerning the '95 march
was attendance
figures,
which are still an issue
for
Millions
More;
the attendance
at the
original
March became
a contentious topic, with
the
march, Jesse Jackson was addressing
organizers
giving
figures surrounded
including
•
accusations
of the audience at the time.
of around 2 million and the
racism,
homophobia,
and
These
activists'
main
police putting the estimate
anti-Semitism
directed
~ontention
was
that
Millions
at ar9und 400,000 - the
towards
various
speakers More organizers reneged on
figure was later definitively
and
organizers
of
the
march. a promise to allow Keith
placed
between
837,000
AOL,
the
Anti-Defamation
Boykin, the gay president
and 1,004,000.
Police as
League,
avidly
condemned
of
the
National
Black
well as or_ganii:er.1.refused
the
march,
citing
disapproval
Justice
Coalition.
to
spe1lk
fO comment on atfendance
of
speakers
like
Dr.
Leonard
at
tlie
march.
Gay
leaders
figures this year, altbough it
and activists believe that
was clear that the crowd was Jeffries, a CUNY professor
who
has
claimed
that
Jews
Wilson's
distrust of the gay
significantly smaller than it
financed
Slave
community
as a whole led
the·
Atlantic
had been for the previous
trade.
The
~ehavior
of
Rev:
,
t_o
his
exclusionJ&Boykin
protest.
The only numbers
Willie F. Wilson, the tliii;t-~:-1

B+G Healthcare Demands
by daniel tema
It was 9nly a month ago, on Friday,
September 30, that Brian Watts led a
march towards Kline with a megaphone
clutched in his hand. He remarked that
he was happy with the student turnout for
the day. "It's much better than I thought
it'd be," he said. A few minutes em-lier,
Watts liad spoken to a group of students
and workers through the megaphone.
''There are unfair labor practices at Bard,"
he said to the crowd of about fifty Bard
students, Buildings and Grounds workers,
and Aramark employees. "For every one
out of ten days, I work to pay for my health
insurance," he said.
The first march had been fairly successful.
So had the second one, on October 6.
Protesters held up picket signs, while
some made noise with whistles and banged
on pots. Now, after two years of tense
meetings between Bard Administratorsand
B&G Union representatives, Bard College
has finally agreed to meet the demands set
forth by the B&G Union. In a morning
meeting on Friday,October 21, the first day
of Parents' Weekend, the health insurance
contracts of B&G workers were altered
to suit their financial needs. In addition
to B&G's success, other Bard employees
will benefit financially from the change as
well.
The new contract allows for employees
who make up to $40K a year to pay less
for healthcare benefits, as opposed to the
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previous contract which held the cutoff at
$35K. The revision affects not only B&G
workers who make between $35K-$40K,
but other employees with the same salaries
as well. The revision means that Bard
employees in this tier will now pay less for
family health insurance.
The tension between B&G and the
Administration rose significantly this year
after protes~ garnered support from the
student body and the issue became better
known amongst students.
Much of the workers' animosity had
been directed toward Jim Brudvig, Vice
•President for the Administration, and also
the principle person of contact with B&G.
It was to his Ludlow office building that
protesters marched to on September 30 and
October 6.
According to Brudvig, the principle
problem was that the workers from B&G
hadn't "worked out an agreement of
the healthcare coverage from Bard and
their contract." Brudvig explained that
in May 2004 there was a decision made
by the Administrators to cover families
at the full cost of healthcare. "Until
then Bard had paid 19 percent," he said.
"That same month, the Union told us that
specific healthcare plan wasn't available."
Because the original plan had fallen
through, Bard recompensated with Bard's
own healthcare Qian instead. The B&G
workers "had to-pick a plan, and we made

the neces~ changes, and they enrolled.
Then soon after; the B&G workers decided
they wanted [the contract] changed, but I
told them no," Brudvig said.
In addition to his position as Vice President
for the Administration, Jim meets once a
week with a group of five students involved
with the FLOC (Fair Labor Organizing
Community). "This year the FLOC has
been working with Jim Brudvig around
labor issues on campus as opposed to the
subcontractors," said Sari Bilick ('07), a
member of the FLOC.
There are about 45 B&G workers at
Bard. They are comprised mostly of
plumbers, electricians, carpenters, and
other tradespeople.
Unlike the Bard
housekeepers who are subcontracted by
Aramark to Bard, B&G workers have no
employer between themselves and the
college.
Many of the B&G workers have stayed
at Bard because of the kind community
they find at the college. Many B&G and
Aramark workers have continued to work
at Bard for over 20 years. "We don't come
here every day because of the company
and pay-we come for Bard because
it's a great place," said Sue LaPierre, an
Aramark housekeeper who came to the
march to support her fellow B&G workers.
"It's not the easiest job," she continued.
"We come here because we want to work
here."

Aramark housekeeper Joan Wyant has
been employed for 19 years, and is still
here because of her "love for the school
and students."
B&G workers such as Watts and Tom
Hoiland rallied much support for their
cause. With the help of concerned students
and workers from other divisions, a large
amount of pressure was placed on the
administration. "Leon [Botstein]" needs
to hear from the students and their parents
because that's where the money's coming
from," Watts said to the students who
attended the march.
-Bing Dickinson ('09) •echoed a similar
sentiment, remarking during the march
that "Bard students show solidarity for
the workers, but there's more we can do
as students."
•
In addition to B&G's efforts to have the
Bard Administration alter the conditions
of their health insurance contract, there has
been some concern from other employees,
such as Aramark housekeepers and those
from the post office, as to their future
status as workers at Bard. "Our contract
ends in December and we haven't heard
anything yet from ihe administration," said
LaPierre. "Subcontracting housekeepers
at Bard isn't the way to go," she added
strongly. One mail clerk felt the "college
should help out our finances; our insurance
is shitty."
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"Peopletttt,Plane~,

Profit i " Conf erenee

capitalismgraspsfor solutions to a loom!ngecologicalcatastropheof its own creation
by jonah adels and jade ujcic-ashcroft
Saratoga Springs, NY - As system.
slightly revived Bard students Classically, people and planet
shuffled l,,ack to campus after have been seen as impediments
a rainy fall break, prominent to· the profitable functioning of
ecologically minded government the economy and antithetical to
officials,
suited
venture business interests. This point
capitalists,
sweatered/bearded can be glimpsed in the historical
environmentalists, and occasional resistance of free market entities
odd visionaries and eccentrics to meet the demands of the labor
gathered at the Gideon Putnam and environmental movements.
Hotel in Saratoga Springs Under the new economic
Spa State Park for. this year's
E4 conference: the Empire
Environmental & Energy Expo.
The conference was sponsored
and organized by the Environental
Business Association of the
state of·New York, a somewhat
insulated spattering of small
businesses and mediwn sized ._ __ ..,. ___
_

by an increased focus on the
technical excellence of products,
i.e. a more conscious consumer
culture arose based on the social
prestige of acquiring higher
quality goods, to which business
tailored its concerns, embodying
the so called "quaiity revolution".
Now what Piasecki sees as the
next piece of the conswnptoproductive market consideration

corporations devoted to the formulation, the interests of
development and sale of people and the environment are
various green technologi,es to subsumed into the basic objectives
an increasingly environmentally of the market in that tlu:y are
conscious world market.
now aspects of sustainable
The conference was divided into profitability. In this way they are
two primary fun zones. 1) the no longer hindrances to profitexhibitor hall, which smacked of making, but are integrally bound
within its force field.
high school science fair, althoup
somewhat better funded and The concept of sustainability
2) an atrium for presentations is the key to uncovering what
by heavy hitters in the field of this new triple bottom line
enviroteclµlogrification,- . Both signifies. The principal form of
zones provkbi delicious though sustainability being discussed in
occasional snacks, including the halls of the E4 conference
scones, chili and mini pizzas. was not that of a long-term
The coffee was ample, and ecologically sustainable, socially
bestowed both gusto and zeal just human future, but was
to the presenters and exhibitors instead a rational strategy for the
as they described the latest contin~~umulation
of wealth
~ .:~men~~~
thct.;.~: of environmental
_. ~- ~•~ rn~~- and -•~d"9.•~IJ What co1:P°rate
miraculously save the planet, sllstamability means then, 1show
create jobs, and reap hefty profits to continue to be profitable as the
for those fortunate enough to be market begins its shift towards
at the forefront of the emergence ecological responsibility. This
of what could best be described as new emphasis on private sector
"eco-capitp.lism".
environmental self-management
This economic. reformulation was outlined in a workshop by
of. the old and llw~ -poputa,r Dr. Bruce _l'iasecki, author of
was such seminal works as In Search
"regular-capitalism",
exemplified in the Plug Power of Environmental Excellence:
Corporation's self professed Moving Beyond Blame, and
underlying triple bottom line: Corporate
Environmental
"people/planet/profit".
That Strategy.
these three concepts should be so Pifl5ecki's main points were
aligned reveals what appears to that during the previous epoch
be a paradigm .
shift in the
functionallogic
of the business
community,
while
also
alluding
to
the potentially
problematic
ethical
questions
raised in the
equation of the
value of profitmaking with
the value of
hwnanity and
the Earth itself.
Although all
three of these
thing~do begin
"
with the letter 'P', fulfilling even of capitalism, price was the
the most stringent requirements sole consideration in the profitof traditional poetic consonance, making endeavor, i..e. consumers
this hip-as-fuck catch phrase more or less uniformly sought
for the burgeoning prospect of the cheapest priced commodities
corporate sustainability obscures and business focustd on cost
the reality of humanity's relation cutting as a means to this end;
to the planet by imbedding it then, the trend that arose in the
within the logic of our economic 1980s augmented price emphasis

is the social/environmentalvalues the next year, as an industry
inscribed within the commodity. it has received unprecedented
Quality and iociaVenvironmental governmental support and is
responsibility along with price seen as the spearhead in the
are becoming more and more the push away from foreign oil, on
driving consumptive locus of our which gradually weaning our
time and the business community dependence remained a major
must now rise to the occasion and theme throughout much of the
respond to this new trend if it is conference.
NYSERDA
~IPl_iew_·
_turn_to_page
__ four_C._or_the_rest_o_f_the_artle_'_
___
~i
to remain profitable. The key is
anticipating these changes and
having the "business courage"
(to be distinguished from the
admirable humanist quality of
"regular-courage") to stick to your
guns when you know yoµr right
~edu
and just get'r done. He applauded
http://freepr1mbard.edu
the vision of his audience in their
~ Mail:TheFree~
insistence on innovati6n and
845-758-7079
excellence and assured them that
the "oig boys" were taking heed I The Free Press .reservesthe right to edit aDsubmissions~
oftheir rC17
'' I
grammar,and coberence.It protects the stutlent joumilis~ First
While this vision of 'the socially
Amendment rights and acceptsthe responsibilitywhich accompaand environmentally savvy
nies that freedom.Content decisionsare made by tbe staff:The Free
corporation pretty much pushes
Press willnot print any material that ~ libelousin nature. Anonythe role of government to the
mous subnmsions are only printed if the writer consults with the
margins, an entirely different •
staff.
view was promulgated by
representatives of a number of
The Free Press advertises worthy causes at no cost, and will not
bureaucratic agencies that have
acceptpayment
come to maturity in the last
decade, most notably the New
All articlesin the Opinionsand xtra sectionsreflect the opinYork State Energy Research
ions
9f the author, not necessarilythoseof the Free Press staff.
and Development Authority
Responsesto Opinionsarticlesare welcome,and canbe sentto
(NYSERDA) and New York State
office of Science, Technologyand
freepress@bard.edu
Academic Research (NYSTAR).
NYSERDA
Staff
has initiated
a number
brenden"twix"beck
'If of business
liv ''hanbo" carrow
EI,,
incentives
owen"abbazabba"conlow
1 and public
kate"smarties"crockford
/ educa~ion
michael
"milkduds"dudczak
Celebr.
campaigns •
fNIW. to
make
brel"bagof pennies"froebe
New York
matthew"teese's"garldavs
at least the
jellinek
abe"toblerone"
greenest
zak"pixiestix"kitnick
state, thanks
1auren"nerds"kitz
to the vision
michael"macyjane" knight
of Governor
Pataki. Two
peter'lX>PfOcks"
neely
of
Bard
daniel"caramelapple"tema
College's
cecca"candycom"wrobel
own recent
g r e e n
building
projects, including the New
Robbins Donn, currently under
lilOlgOl1kanter
jonahadels
construction, have received
partial funding from the state
simonektmg
camillaailcen
to implement alternative energy
adamlundquist-baz
Christian
blunda
technologies,
specifically
bradenmatks
timdonovan
geothermal.AshokanArchitecture
patrickreiily
7.3Chary
epcar
and Planning, PLLC, which
giselletolSOit
alicegregocy
receives NYSERDA funding,
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is responsible for the design
and implementation of a 42
well closed loop ground source
heating and cooling system which
meets all LEED guidelines.
The agency also has been
instrwnental in switching many
government vehicles to using
natural gas as a fuel source.
Although the price of natural
to triple with

has also run an ad campaign
to make sure consumers know
the benefits of energySTAR
compliant washering machines
and fridges and has helped a few
schools install photovoltaic cells
(solar panels) and development
curriculwn to educate youngsters
about "those funny black things
on top of their school." In a
private interview, President
Peter R. Smith proclaimed the
unilateral success of the agency;
derided negative blame-centered
environmental thinking, and
applauded Bard College for its
vision in creating green buildings.
The agency has managed to
retain its positivity in the face of
admitted "major environmental
change", and has faith that highly
funded scientific communities
will be able to develop high
technology solutions that will be
able to adequately foresee and
address these problems without
any major changes required
in either lifestyle or quality of

The Bard FreePress
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Congressional Wrap-up
what has Congressbeendoing besidesgetting indictea?
by brenden beck

With all the coverage of the Miers
nomination and the Plame scandal, it is
easy to forget that the federal government
never stops working.
It might stop
working for you, but it is still producing.
So the Free Press decided to drop below
the radar and into Washington to read bills
and chat up the gun lobby with this edition
of: While You Were Nominating.

Extraordinary Rendition Might Get
Extra-easy
Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), never
one for old rules (see i before e), introduced
legislation last week that would change the
Alien Tort ClaimsAct (ATCA)of 1789.
Foreign aliens have, in recent years, used
the ATCA to sue for international human
rights violations in U.S. federal courts.
Martian aliens have had less success
holding multinationals accountable under
theATCA.
Feinstein's bill, the "Alien Tort Statute
Reform Act'' would not affect this aspect
of the ATCA. It would change another part
of the Act that has found popularity among
critics of"extraordinary rendition."
Extraordinary rendition is the secretive
program devised as a means of extraditing
terrorism suspects from the United States
to another country for interrogation and
prosecution. Rendition was originally
carried out on a limited basis, but with
President Bush's global war on terror,
the program has expanded to many an
"enemy combatant" since 200 I; experts
approximate 150 (the CIA isn't telling).
In one example, Maher Arar, a Canadian

engineer, was seized while in transit
through JFK Airport and sent to Syria
where he was interrogated, tortured, and
ultimately released. The most common
destinations for rendered suspects are
Egypt, Morocco, Syria, and Jordan, all of
which have been cited for human-rights
violations by the State Department, and are
known to torture suspects.
It is this practice that Feinstein's bill would
make easier if voted into law. The bill
reads, "The district courts shall not have
jurisdiction over such civil suits brought by
an alien if a foreign state is responsible for
committing the tort [offense] in question
within its sovereign territory."
U.S. courts will not be allowed to hear suits
against governments who torture, as they
now are. So aliens like Arar will have no
recourse in the United States despite the
nation's role in moving him in Syria.

Gun Companies Saved, Country
Protected
Though Feinstein's changes are still up for
debate, a bill that shields gun companies
from . lawsuits stemming from their
product's use is on the express train to
the rulebooks. Last Thursday the House
passed a version of the bill that the Senate
has already approved, and President Bush,
a backer of the bill, has promised to sign
it.
The bill is designed to prevent the largejury
awards that have been granted to victims
of gun-related violence and their families.
Twenty lawsuits against gun manufacturers
are pending around the country, all filed by

local governments. When
the bill becomes law, the
courts will dismiss them.
Also protected-by the new
law are gun dealers.
One suit that might be
dismissed, citing the new
law, is a Massachusetts
case in which the family
of Danny Guzman, who
was killed with a handgun
stolen from Kahr Arms,
is suing the company,
alleging it did not have
enough security at its
factory.
A gun dealer who sold
a rifle used by the '
Washington DC snipers
agreed to pay the families
of the victims $2.5 million
before the recent law was
passed
The bill had been a top
priority of the National
Rifle Association. "We
are a safer country today
because Congress passed this critical
legislation and acted to save American
icons like Remington, Ruger, Winchester
and Smith & Wesson," said NRA Chief
Lobbyist Chris W. Cox.
1

Former Majority Leader Misses Out,
Tums In
Rep. Tom Delay (R-TX) could not vote on
the bill. He was in Houston Thursday being
booked in connection with his indictment

in an alleged scheme to violate state
election law.
The newly former House Majority Leader
turnedJiirnself in to the Houston Sheriff's
office after. a warrant was issued for his
arrest. He was freed after posting $ I 0,000
and having his fingerprints and picture
taken (see photo).
Delay is alleged to have laundered
$190,000 in corporate contributions for
use in Republican campaigns in Texas.

And YouThoughtThat TomWas YourFriend
by peter neely

MySpace is a big
Tm".' ~
a
perfect venue to publicize every
half-assed music project I have
been a part of, with mp3s and
everything. For free. I have my
page too, of course. It's ridiculous
and juvenile and extremely
narcissistic, but I continue to
update pictures and interests
and comment on people's new
biogs and announcements. I can
look at pictures of my friends
puking after a night of drinking,
or posing nonchalantly in front
of coffee shops, and tell boring
stories_about them to people in
the room. Why am I okay with
all of this and not worried about
being so connected? Tom. He
reassures me that a normal guy is
controlling this whole thing, my

buddy, ·u t lookin_g_
to introduce
sun,e- n
fl"nd
r
my old friends. Unfortunately,
Tom's moving out and Rupert is
moving in.
On July 18th everyone's favorite
media mogul, Rupert Murdoch,
owner of News C01p., purchased
Intermix media, which owns and
operates myspace.com. Now,
along with 20th Century Fox and
Fox News Network, Murdoch
can add the teen-oriented creepy
online social network to his list
of acquisitions. Murdoch expects
the purchase to drive traffic to his
Fox TV sites, which will certainly
benefit from Intermix Media's 30
marketing and entertainment
websites and very successful
adware division.
This all comes in the wake of a

lawsuit iniJi!!!h:
.2r.oughtb
c
rk
y
Eliot Spitzer, accusing the
company of deceptive business
practices. In a statement by
Spitzer's office the suit was
called, "[the] most sw:eeping
case to date- involving programs
that redirect Web addresses, add
toolbars and deliver pop-up ads".
The lawsuit was settled, with no
admission of guilt on the part of
Intermix, who agreed to pay $7.5
million and stop the practice of
secretly installing adware on
users' computers. Despite the bad
press, Intermix successfully sold
out to Fox.
The $580 million cash purchase
now puts Murdoch in the internet
advertisingworld, a nascentmarlcet
surpassing cable, • newspapers

and radio, in
1ewer'ffliJJ,
with MySpace
a I o n e
generating
17.7 million
visitors
this
past June. It is
not surprising,
then,
that
Intermix
's
sales jumped
49 percent last
year to $79
·million, and as
part of News
C01p.
will
manage Fox's
entertainment
and sports websites.
Now all I want to know is where
Tom fits in all of this, I mean,

a placeforfriends
he is my friend and all and I
hope he is doing okay. I totally
commented on his page once, he
is way cute.

MilitantRacismin Kingston,NY
KKK, Aryan Nations, and NationalAllianceplan rally
by adam lundquist-baz

"14 year old white student
savagely beaten by Negro ape!" (Hal
Turner).
Bear with me for a moment; this
is a difficult article to write.
A fight at Kingston High School
last Friday resulted in the hospitalization
of a 14-year old white student. The two
other teenagers involved in the attack, both
of whom were identified as black, are still
·at large, say local police. This incident,
which Kingston police determined to
have no apparent or immediate "racial
overtones," has influenced a New York
City talk show host to initiate "a pro-white
rally protesting black crime." Hal Turner,
the self-p~laimed figurehead of this
initiative, has interpreted the school fight as
a marked display of anti-white aggression
and black "savagery". In response, he

summons militant "pro-white" peoples (as contact your respective leaders to obtain
he refers to them) to rally in front of the the details."
local high school. "Let's make a militant
Furthermore,
and
more
display of solidarity so the animals in disturbingly, he says: "If need-be, I can
Kingston know we're sick of this bullshit tell rally attendees to come to the event
and we'"1 not going to take it anymore," HEAVILY ARMED WITH FIREARMS.
demands Turner.
I can also contact and deploy SNIPERS
Having received a slue of emails with .50 Cal. Sniper Rifles to protect
expressing disgust and opposition to his rally attendees. I hope none of that will be
scheme, Turner has encrypted all further necessary."
information regarding the times and details
So, what should we do? What
of the rally. Tactical information "can can we do? I firmly contend the answer
only be accessed by people to whom I is not ''n9thing." This issue demands
have personally handed the decryption a level of sensitivity and immediacy
Diskette key... If you are a member beyond that which I can express here.
in good standing of a Skinhead Group, Last night, a contingent of Bard student
Aryan Nations; The Ku Klux Klan, the met to discuss possible options for
National Alliance, National Vanguard, resistance/mediation/mob
i I iza ti on.
White Revolution, the National Socialist One idea is to try to send a small
Movement or other such group, please Bard delegation-comprised
of both

students and faculty-to help facilitate
an open dialogue with students about race
and inter-racial relations. This, we hope,
would offer a constructive atmosphere
conducive to discussion, not conflict.
It would provide an alternative to the
aggressive and terrifying tactics proposed
by the aforementioned groups.
If anyone is interested in
helping organize such a project, or has
suggestions regarding the distressing
situation at hand, please contact Adam
Baz (al244@bard.edu) or Noah Weston
(rememberingrufus@gmail.com).
Lastly, please visit Hal Turner's website
and read the horrific material yourselves.
<<http://halturnershow.com>>
Thank
you.
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"People,Planet, Profit"Conferenee (continued from page 2)
life for the general public, for whom fun
coloring activities will impart the values
of green consumerism and we shall all be
merry.
While NYSERDA focuses on fostering
awareness and development of existent
alternative energy technologies, NYSTAR
funds hi-tech and often speculative
research into technologies that promise
economic benefits for the State of New
York. "A critical element of NYSTAR's
mission is the recognition that New York's
world -class public and private research
universities and academic centers are
powerful economic development engines
that can create new high-tech jobs and
opportunity for New Yorkers." NYSTAR
was started in 1999 by Governor Pataki
as part of the JOBS2000 Act. This
allocated $4 million/ year to each new and
ominously named Center
for Advanced Technology.
There are currently 15
such CAT centers in the
state; the newest, focused
on "future energy sources"
joins its brothers and
sisters: biotech research
facilities in long island,
and silicon microchip
research centers along the
Hudson River.
Executive director of
NYSTAR Dr. Russell
Bessette, trained as a dentist
and plastic surgeon, gave
an enthused oration on the
role of government in the
development of scientific
knowledge and expounded
on some ethical questions
raised. He discussed the
biotech question in what
might ~ considered depth
commenting on pµb~
concern over genetically
modified
organisms
(GMOS) developed with
massive state funding. He
assured the audience that new genomic
research was not being conducted on food
at all but that attention was being focused
on modifying certain types of bacteria to
produce ethanol as a waste product which
could be used as an alternative energy fuel.
Lesson learned, proceed as usual.
He spoke of a darker time when anyone
working with business was ostracized from
the academic community, and had much
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difficulty getting their papers published.
Now through programs such as these, the
state can fund companies directly, instead
of just universities, where the 20-40%
additional "overhead" cost of teaching
students and doing the things universities
usually do had previously prevented
research into the more lucrative field of
being an economic engine.
Emphasis is specifically placed research
with the potential for economic
development as opposed to ''basic
research" which while contributing to
human knowledge offers little in the
way of jobs and is not very sexy for
companies looking for a state to get into
bed with. All the project are peer reviewed
and the application process is fairly
competitive. The· approval board is made
up of scientists, entrepreneurs, and venture

to alleviate this problem. He emphasized
the need for clear business impact, and
while offering a numerical difference of
l.5 billion to 3.5 billion, did not explain
what this number represented or how it had
been determined. He went on to deride the
tendency of scientists to "sit around and
contemplate their own navel''.
The agency's technology transfer Incentive
Program (ITIP) gives 300,000 to $500,000
grants to short time frame (l to l.5 yr)
projects by businesses working with·
academic institutions in energy and security
related areas. He promoted the value of
recruitment practices in incorporating the
next generation by giving them access to
high technology, encouraging excitement
to join the field, as well as producing good,
well-trained employees.
According to one habitual conference

capitalists, whose job it is to evaluate
the return potential of any given project.
"Good science and good business = wealth
and opportunities for New Yorkers" was
given as slogan/summary. ''Discovery
drives progress" was also offered as
an easy to remember mantra. Admitted
disadvantages of the programs as described
were explained to be "lots of failures" and
the habit of companies discovering things,
then leaving, but tax breaks were offered

journalist and general technological
well-wisher, we now see a "remarkable
new partnership between government,
businesses and universities," that is
responsible for the professed economic
boom currently underway right here
in TECH VALLEY. This partnership,
formerly known as the military•industrialacademic complex, has been responsible
for such successful innovations as the
interstate highway system (under President
Eisenhower) and the atomic bomb. Many
Bard students may not know that they in
fact attend school in what has become the
largest center of research & development
and manufacturing for ultra capital
intensive technology since Silicon Valley.
Thanks to programs like NYSTAR, and
cool PR initiatives like the dubbing of
the region TECH VALLEY at another
industry conference in 2003, New York
State and the Hudson Valley region in
particular from Newark to Albany have
attracted massive new capital investment
from the likes of such mangy ne'er-dowells as Motorola, Intel, GE, and IBM
(which has traditionally operated out of
Poughkeepsie).
•What is unprecedented in the way this
process is occurring is the extent to which
it has operated in conjunction with centers
of higher education: two of the largest
nanotechnology research laboratories in
the world have recently been completed at
SUNY Albany and Cornell University, and
many local community colleges have begun
to offer degrees as certified technicians to
do the work these labs ~uire. A funny
joke was made by one person who
commented "blue collar to bunny suits"
(those colorful shiny things they wear in
the Intel commercials). This joke makes

humor out of the existence of what has been
dubbed the creation of the new working
class in the region, which is expected to
revitalize what used to be the prominent
~ufacturing centers of Hudson, Albany
and Poughkeepsie. This ''partnership" has
emerged from the need for highly trained
and unquestioning industry technicians.
This practice, training and offering
lucrative (and often non-transferable) job
opportunities to undergraduates has long
been occurring in the biotech industries,
both agricultural and medical, which has
operated primarily out of Long Island, but
the model is spreading quickly: the new
generation of scientists and technicians
are being recruited out of high school,
and the amount of technical training is so
intense, there is little opportunity to study
the history and philosophy of the science
being promoted. The core
values at the center of the
endeavor are rarely if ever
made explicit. The nanotech
and biotech industries
are often promoted as the
saving grace of the planet
and civilization and the
capstone in human 's utter
mastery of matter and the
natural world. O
That the qualities of people,
planet and profa should be
equated at all betrays the
extent to which the logic
of the market enterprise
compounds itself and
dehistoricizes such abstract
ideals
into universals
whose temporality cannot
be easily decoded within
the established sociocultural matrix. In other
words, we internalize the
logic of the expansionary
processes of capital as
the only way in which
problems can be solved and
global society can interact
with an increasingly interconnected world
system. Individuals such as Paisecki,
in telling histories of what we referred
to above as the "consumpto-prodµctive
market consideration" reinscribe the
values at the core of a particular and
relatively new conception of economic
function (that based on the innovation
inherent to the self-regulated market
economy) into the dominant historical
narrative. This brackets and obfuscates
our ability to reasonably identify these
concepts as rhetorical inventions deployed
in particular ideological contexts. As of
yet our command ~f a critical language
to identify these configurations remains
undeveloped and thus limits our awareness
when they are presented as the normalized
modality of being.
While it can generally be agreed upon
that for people to have a livable future on
this planet what ~ needed is both a planet
and people to live on it. The profit motive
however, even when viewed as an essential
component of historical change and the
driving force of innovation and progress,
is categorically and materially distinct
from its two supposed organic equivalents.
Profit is not necessarily a key component
for the continuation of human society on
the planet, however it is a key component
for the continuation of market-society on
the planet. Does the market truly serve
the interests of humanity and the earth? If
so, then profit is logically linked with the
future of people and planet, if not so, then
we must further evaluate and critique the
supposed necessity of the profit-oriented
market system for our common future.
People can be on the planet without
profit. New sextuple-line: Planet People
Psychedelic Power Plants Plan
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Cats Always Land On Their Feet ...Or Do They?

by braden marks
Cats. Some people
love 'em, some people hate
• 'em, some people don't have
a'n opinion on the matter at
all, and I've spoken to all
three.
"You can fit them into
coffee cups," says Arilinaya
Smatterskams,
59,
of
Oklahoma City, OK. "And I
don't mean an oversized or
fake mug. 1'01 talking just a
plain old coffee cup. This is
just when they're kittens, of
course, when they get older
you can only just put their
feet in the mug and you have
to hold them up by their two
free paws." Arilinaya has
been a cat lover for as long as
she can remember. As a small
child she would frequent her
local Dumb Friends League.
"We couldn't have a cat,"
she recalls, "people always
assumed it was because I was
allergic, but I told them it
was because of daddy. Then
people would assume that
Daddy was allergic to cats,
but, no, I'd tell them, it was
because of the incident. After
they found all those cats he
kept in the barn he couldn't
be within a five mile radius
of any cats in Oklahoma
State." Perhaps it is precisely
because
Arilinaya's
was

deprived
of her cuddly
childhood • cravings
that
she now houses fourteen
pouncing,
playful
yarneaters of her own. "They're
my bundles of joy, they are.
Ever since they took Hank
Jr. away after Little Missy's
disappearance, things have
been a little lonely around
here. These little guys help to
fill some of that emptiness.
That's what I love about
cats, they're real sensitive."
Arilinaya then scooped a
yellow tabby up into her arms.
"This is my favorite little guy,
Muffin Fancy. He scratches
Momma because he loves
her, doesn't he? Doesn't he?
Yes, that's right, scratch me,
little guy, scratch Momma if
you love her." However, not
everyone is such a feline fan.
Brett Mistemads, 11, of New
York City, detests them in
fact. "Cats aren't at all like
Transformers,
they're just
this one thing, and you can't
do anything with them."
Brett's
parents,
however,
had Milli Vanilli, their 16
year old calico, before Brett
was born. "He's always ·had a
startling adversity to Milli,"
explains Brett's mother, Mrs.
Mistemads. "When he was
four year old he kept cutting
sections of Milli's tale off,

and just as
--------------------------soon as we
got
back
from
the
vet, he'd be
at it again,
and
boy
would Milli
be hissing
up a bloody
stor mIi t er a 11y !
Brett was
always
a
s p u n k y
kid." Some
t h i n g s
n e v e r
change,
and I got
to witness
some
of
Br et t ' s
s p u n k
myself. On
my
way
out
Milli
limped by,
d re n ch e d
in orange
interviews in the households
paint and dragging the can of the Smatterskams and the
behind her on a rope tied Misternads, I still dido 't feel
to her leg. "I just hate her. I had enough information to
Dunno why, but she makes come to a kitten conclusion.
me wanna kill something,"
That would all change when
said Brett as his mother and I met Georgia Lanahan. "I
I laughed heartily. Bill Cosby don't really care." She said
wasn't lying~kids
do say when I asked what her cat
the darndest things!After my fancy was. "I kind of feel

like, if someone has a cat,
fine. If someone gave me a
cat as a gift or something that
would also be fine. But if
not, not, ·you know? One time
a stray cat started coming to
my door and I gave him some
milk when he came, then one
day, he stopped coming, and I
went to work just the same?"

Getting yourmessageacross,onecarat a time
by brenden beck
In the past week there have been
several SUVs around the Bard campus
pasted with fliers. Bard Security is mad

about the ethics and efficacy of property
destruction in the name of a social or
environmentalcause.
and baflred about the fli~ (1fmt, 1-'m Is this ethical?
guessing have a climate change theme, S~ce we share one atmosphere, which
though I haven't seen one) being glued to most scientists agree is being depleted by
the SUVs. This incident made me think human created greenhouse gas emissions,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

one person's pollution is everyone's
problem. So the pasters are acting in their
own interest and that of all humans. SUV
drivers have no legittmate claim to more
of the atmosphere than non-SUV drivers.
However, the pasters have no legitimate
claim to the flier sized part of the SUV
they are "polluting." So though
they are undoubtedly on the
right side of the argument, their
tacti~s sink to the ethically
dubious position of those they
torment. Both groups are
ruining that to which they have
no claim.
Is the tactic effective?
Irrespective of the ethics of the
means, does pasting achieve the
desired ends? I think it is safe
to assume that the desired ends
of the pasters are to diminish
greenhouse gas emissions. So
will they succeed in cutting
down on CO2 and its awful
particle cronies?
Will an SUV driver who is
pasted drive less or buy a
hybrid? Probably not. There
might even be some backlash
amongst the driver and others
who write off the pasters as

"crazy enviro communists." Might they
drive more, now having more reason to
dismiss the silly, apocalyptic claims of the
~ dillstroyers?Also PDAAible
But where I think this tactic succeeds is in
labeling and embarrassing SUV drivers.
The pasters make it harder to own an
SUV, they create one more hassle. Much
as smokers have been pushed outside
buildings and heavily taxed, making it
harder to smoke, the SUV community
must be labeled as detrimental, scoffed at,
and taxed. Aesthetic destruction of SUVs
is part of the societal shift that will make it
uncool, uncomfortable, and uneconomical
to own_a pollutin' mobile.
I call this pasting "aesthetic destruction"
and think that there is an important
distinction to be made. Outright property
destruction a la exploding the SUV,
exacerbates the previously mentioned
backlash, and inflicts undue harm to the
anonymous owner. Pasting tarnishes and
aggravates the owner without causing any
economic hardship {because repainting
is purely optional). There is a threshold
where the public backlash to property
destruction, and subsequent dismissal of
environmentalclaims, is too strong and the
tactic is no longer effective.

Student Forum Tonight
to discussthe qngoingprojectof
regainingstudentautonomousspace
Kline Committee Room - 6:30 PM

·--------------------
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Interview with Dick Griffiths, Candidate for Red Hook town justice

by owen conlow
FP: So whatis your rolehere at the college?
tell you that if it had come to my cowt, I would
DG: [pointsto sign on door reading"Richard treatBani studentsthe sameas any othercitiz.en
of chisCO\Dltry. It didn't come to my court
~ SpecialAssistantto the Presideot'1
becausewe [thejudges] go one month on, one
month off, that one came duringmy monthoff.
FP: Right,whatdoesthat mean?
DG: Right now I'm in cbmge of conslruction I can't-legallymakea statementwithouthaving
on the new sciencebuilding. Beforethat I was all of the factsin the casethough.
the directorof the PhysicalPlantfor 42 years.
FP: How aboutprotestin general?
FP: How do you feel about the protest that DG: Oh, that's an Americanright We live in
happenedinRedHooklastfallaftertheelection the United States; that's protectedtmder the
and the policeactionin responseto it?
Constitutionas long as it is done legally. I
DG: I don't have all~ factsin that case,I can engage in writtenand verbalprotest In fact, I

~-.-

.. 4 ZII-·~r".,~:-~!P'""!lf""" 1 protestedat the New Yorlc
•Motor Vehicle Bureau
recently.
FP: Could you elaborate
on that?
DG: Yeah, I was getting
the registrations done
for three Bard vehicles
and the woman there
told me after the first
two that I'd have to get
back in line for the third,
because I could only do
two at a time. I said that
that was ridiculous and
that I wasn't leaving
the window until she
finished mine.
FP: And you didn't?
DG: [laughing] By the
time her supervisor came
over to handle it I was
the only one left so they
had to take me.
~ID::I

FP: There have been a

lot, well not a lot, but a significant amount
of counter-recruitment protests on college
campuses around the country, do you have
any opinions about that?
DG: I'm a veteran of the United States
Air Force. I think recruitment protest is
understandable, given the current war, but I
don't think that there's anything wrong with
the military; it's got good and bad aspects.

conservative?
DG:No, I cm't likeusingdoe wools.

FP:SowhysoouldBardstudenls
votefiryw?
00. Foc ooe thing, it's an Ameriam citrzm's
traditiooand respoosi.bility
to v~
Seamly,
yw soouldvote fir the bestamidate, the nu;t
qualified.If yw lookfir thebest,in thiscacie, it's
me. I wcxkedfir the Sheriff'sdepmtnimt,and
I've beenin thecwrt systemas wellas a member
FP: I think the protests are focused more on of the I>utclK!&'i
ilimty Magislrates
Associatioo.
recruitment tactics than on the war itself.
for~ years. My cwxieotis an enviromnental
i>G: Well, I will say that I think recruitment lawyer,his experiem: isn't generalcnxigh to
tactics ought to be up-front, not hidden and fill thepa,itm. CmsidtYti5 udogy: tlxrearea
not intended to mislead anyone.
lei of engim,s it a C£ni1ndimsile,liketi5 en:
[nuiooiog to wimJw overloolmgnew irierlce
FP: What are your feelings on the current building].Now, yw wouldn't hire a slruCtural
president?
engineerto do ywr electricalengineering;
it's the
DG: I'm a republican, and I don't believe the ~ principle.
current president is all that he should be. I'm
not sure he's been upfront with the people of FP: h's hem my ~ tta, beauie of the
this country and I'm not sure he listens to his nntt ~ of the political~ ttxre
advisors.
is a imirnm anmg slLuDs tmt ~ fir lllY
<boo:ratis beUa-11m~ ir lllYnpi,licn
FP: What's your opinion of his nominations Aoytbing)W'dliketosayto<i!p:1
IWl:mimeat?
for the new Supreme CourtJustices,Roberts DG:If)W lodeit myn:cml,)W'll seedu I~
and Miers?
oo Jiejtm:es. I cbl't ch:nie jI11tylim;; fm the
DG: Roberts seems to be well qualifiecI; jtxlgeKl'evecybody.
If )W cbl't believe1ta, ~
both educatioaallyand as fur as his legal anyBards11.m1t
wm1e; hem tliooghmy am.
background From what I've heard,it sounds <r R any1Ilt'.lmfl"ofIX)S{)
or ResLifewoo
Im
likehe's goingto be swornin. I don't know that attended.They can tell }W, everyonegets fuir
much about Miers,I know she is under review treatmelltin my aut
by the Congres.5.
If they findher to be qualified Sure,I'd likethesb.xlents
to oockme,and there's
then they shouldapproveher, if she's not then oo reaoonthey shouldn't uo1es<i
they're ming
theyshouldn't
imty line,whichisridiculous.I inviteanysllxblt
wooIm a problemwithanything,judicialor in
FP: Do you have any predicticm
ocexpedatxm relatioo1oBard,1ooometalkto me,<r ifyw cm't
fir the2008electicm?
kmw~ andwouldliketo,cane talkto me. I'm
fir commoosmse and the middleof theroad I
00 I'd pidcloonMcCain;he's wzycapwle.
awly the statutesand not the prejudices,and I
FP: Would you descnbe yourself as a don't hold grudges.

Interview with Erin Canaan, Democratic Candidate for Town Board
by owen conlow
FP; So what ill youc role bere at
the college?
EC: I'm the Dean of Students; I
oversee 9 departments and a staff
of 25. I also act as a liaison to the
academic staff. I've been here for
11 years, and I've been the Dean
of Students for 7.
FP: What position are you
running for?
EC: I'm running for Town Board
of Red ·Hook, which oversees
the villages of Tivoli and Red
Hook as well as the hamlets of
Annandale and Banytown.
FP: Could you explain the local
geographic/political situation a
little bit?
EC: Tivoli and Red Hook are
villages, they each have a mayor
(Mark Molinaro and David
Cohen, respectively). Annandale
and Banytown are hamlets; they
are governed under the Town of
Red Hook, so they don't have
elected officials.
[for more
on this, don't bother checking
www.redhook.org, it is not
helpful. If you are really curious,
you should probably just ask Erin
yourself]
FP: Excuse my ignorance, how
does the Town Board operate?
EC: There are five elected Council
Members, one of whom is the
Town ~upervisor.
Currently,
there are three republicans and
two democrats serving on the
Council, but for the first time
ever ·there are more registered
democrats than republicans.
There are 45 more democrats.

I have serious disagrecm'tents
with
the overwhelming majority of his
decisions. It's part of the reason I
got involved; to do my small part,
to be involved, and essentially
put my money where my mouth
is. Realistically, protecting open
• space in Red Hook won't changc::
FP: So it really counts this time things in Washington, but what
around, huh?
else are you going to do?
EC: Chuck Schumer [NY
Senator, DJ recently stated that FP: [I dido 't answer that, I'm
we are running more democratic pretty sure it was a rhetorical
candidates in Dutchess County question]
than ever before. In the past, EC: It's a place where I feel like
Dutchess County has always I could make a difference for
been a republican stronghold, so my family and the community
he believes that this will send a I'm a part of. If we don'.t start
clear message to Washington. He working at it now, things don't
also believes that if we build a look too bright for my son's
strong base now, we may be able generation. Thinking about our
to win a democratic governor. So neighbors and the community
I know it sounds cliche, but 'think is the. only way l see to put
the control back in our hands
globally, act locally'.
and affect change. I know that
FP: So do you think that there sounds hokey, but I don't see
will be any co~ict of interest another option.
if you are elected in Red Hook,
either real or perceived, because FP: Do you have any predictions
•of your job here?
or expectations for 2008?
EC: No, I really don't. The EC: Honestly, no. There's so
Council deals with general issues, much going on between now
so decisions that I make there and then. Democrats have to get
really wouldn't affect the college a grassroots campaign moving
directly. Other town boards, the now, like the republicans
Planning Committee for example, already have, in order to expect
deal with specific issues •like a presidential win. Republicans
construction, which may affect always have a higher tum-out in
the college directly. But I'm not local elections, it's just the way
involved in a way here or with it is. Democrats need to pick~
Red Hook that would cause a issue and really make it resonate
with their base. We need to
conflict of interest.
make all the elections count, and
FP: What are your feelings on the we need to get people involved
a lot more than we have, the
current President?
EC: [tong pause/sad look on face] way Howard Dean did. He built
EP: T,.b,at~l
~und like a
huge margin.
EC: Well it isn't but in the last
Town Board election, the 5th seat
was lost by 40 votes. And, out of
all the registered voters, 500 are
Bard students.
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momentum by getting people
involved and that's an example
that we should follow.
OC: So why should Bard
students vote for you?
EC: Well, I'm in a unique
position. I'm a mother, and I
represent young families; I also
represent the college. There is
so much to be gained from a
strong connection to the local
comm~ty.
A connection like

that, a voice at both Bard and

in Red Hook, would benefit
students
and
community
members alike. There are a
lot of opportunities that go
untapped because no one
knows they are available or
organizers don't know who to
contact. People could benefit •
from that kind of formal
connection, which would open
up opportunities to collaborate
and utilize resources.
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The Proof Is in the Words, Not the Pictures
by tom houseman
Proof, written by David Auburn,
was produced on Broadway in 2000, and
won the 200 I Pulitzer Prize. The play is
brilliant, a fascinating story with complex
characters who are constantly changing.
Although on its most basic level the play
is about math, anything mathematicalonly
serves as a context in which the characters
develop. Of course, as always happens
when a play is successful, Hollywood
came knocking and Harvey Weinstein, in
his last days with Miramax,swept up Proof
to make it into a movie.
Adapting a play into a film is very tricky,
because you could, of course, just stick a
camera in the back row and record the play,
then stick some credits in. the beginning
and you've got yourself a movie. This
might be an exaggeration, but movies
such as Who~ Afraid of Vuginia Woolf and
Closer have done little more than slapped
the plays onto a screen and changed a few
locations. Thus the merits of the film are
based entirely on the writing of the play
and the performances of the actors. It is
not surprising then that both of these films
were excellent, as they were based on great
plays and packed with Hollywood's finest
actors. Would John Madden, director of
Shakespeare in Love, do the same thing?
Ignore the power of the medium that is
film in exchange for the glory of a su~
play?
The short answer is: pretty much, yeah.
Madden takes no risks with his film
version of Pro'!,L_even bringin..,g
playwTi•bt
Auburn to co-wntc tne screenplay along
with Rebecca Miller. Though some new
locations are added, and some dialogue
is cut from the play, added to the film or

changed around,
really Proof is
the same ·thing
as the Broadway
production.
But
is
there really a
problem
with
such a decision?
Why change the
fascinating story
of
Catherine
(GW)'llethPaltrow),
a woman whose
own mathematical
talent is stifled by
the need to take
care of her mentally
ill father (Anthony
Hopkins),
who
was once .abrilliant
mathematician?
The film follows
Catherine, who is visited after her
father's death by her "normal" sister
(Hope Davis), who wants to take her
to New York, suspecting that Catherine
shares her father's illness. -At the same
time, her father's former student Hal
(Jake Gyllenhall) starts going through
Catherine's father's notebooks, looking for
any work his idol may have produced in
moments of lucidity.
Catherine .is a fascinating
character, riddled with complexities tnat
ai:e brou..&b!.
out by her sister and any
moment of conflict and lherc are many
in Proof). Gwyneth Paltrow is brilliant,
having played the role on the stage in
London, and gives her best performance

yet, definitely worthy of a second Oscar.
Anthony Hopkins, of course, gives a
powerful performance, one that he could
almost give in his sleep. He has complete
control over his mentally ill character,
changing emotions wildly at the drop of a
dime. Hope Davis, who is not well known
despite performances in About Schmidt
and American Splendor, gives a breakout
performance as the "straight" character
amidst insanity and definitely takes
advantage of it. Jake Gyllerihall, who has
given a slew of mediocre performances
mmediocre films, finally proves himself
with a great performance, holding his
own against the wild Paltrow.
Proof is not groundbreaking,
nor does it stand out on a cinematic

Wes Anderson? More like Louie Anderson.
by zacbary epcar

Noah Baumbach's semiautobiographical The Squid and the
Whale is a film starring Jeff Daniels'
beard. Set in the mid-nineteeneighties in Park Slope, Brooklyn,
Bernard (Daniels) and Joan (Laura
Linney) Berkman are in the midst
of a bitter separation. Caught in the
middle are the Berkman kids, Walt
(Jesse Eisenberg), the wayward
teenaged protagonist, and Frank
(Owen Kline), his beer-chugging,
ejaculate-smearing
pubescent
brother. Through their eyes we watch
as the family disintegrates under the
strain of a messy divorce and the
agonies of joint custody. Jeff Daniels
and his beard steal the show. From
beginning to end, their presence on
screen gave qie a hard-on in the best
way possible. Daniels had the good
judgment not to play Bernard as the
archetypical washe4-up middle-aged
intellectual, but as a character who is
as appealing as he is loathsome. My
own enjoyment of this film depended
heavily on the performance of a
hateful, scraggly-faced Daniels.
The rest of The Squid and the
Whale is consistently entertaining
and often compelling. Fortunately,
• Baumbach tackles divorce without
necessarily trying to say anything
new on the subject, making for a
stronger eQJphasis on character and
a tendency toward genuine displays
of emotion. These achievements are
what set The Squid and the Whale
apart from the current flood of so-

le.vel; the cinematography is good but
unspectacular. The only real addition to
the film is the score: Stephen Warbeck's
music is excellent, never distracting
from the story or the drama, but merely
~ugmenting it. The power of Proof,
though, is in the performances and the
script, and it is in these two aspects that
Madden's film works veey well. Some
may claim that much of what makes plays
so wonderful is lost in the translation to
film, but this doesn't seem to be the
case with· Proof. Madden, Auburn, and
Miller knew what to do with 1heir film.
gyving the source text the respe<:1that it
deserves. and making a great play into a
very good movie.

_ J_JnThe Kitchen With...
7

~ Vegan Pumpkin Cheesecake
11 12.3 oz. package Mori Nu firm light

----------,

jsilken-style tofu
8 oz. Tofutti's Better Than Cream Cheese
l(found at natural foods stores)
1 cup canned pumpkin
1 1 cup sugar
I 3 tbsp. flour
1 1/2 tsp. cinnamon
I 1/2 tsp. ginger
1/2 tsp. nutmeg
I 1/8 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. baking soda
I 1 oversize (two extra $ervings) Graham
fracker crust (like Keebler)

I
I
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I· Puree tofu,'tofu
called "independent" films, including
the similar yet far inferior Tadpole
and Jgby Goes Down. Despite the
fact that it was shot on Super 16,
Robert Yeoman's cinematography
in this film is nothing remarkable,
but is tolerable throughout. The
soundtrack, however, is excessive
and
distracting,
often
used
awkwardly to set the pace or to push
a scene along.
The humor in this film is surprisingly
on-point and includes some funny
scenes with the sexiest of the
Baldwin brothers, W\Uiam. It
is in the dramatic moments that
Baumbach sometimes fails. Does the
twelve-year old Frank really need to
become an alcoholic and wipe his

semen on the books at his school
library for us to understand that
he is emotionally disturbed by his
feuding parents? Save the ejaculate
for someone who knows what to
do with it, like Todd solondz. The
final scene, in which the half-assed
symbolism of the film's title is
revea!ed, comes 0 m_oreflat than
touchmg. But despite its flaws, the
The Squid and the Whale effectively
captures the changing relationship
between Walt and the father that he
idolizes. Carried largely by the talent
of Daniels, Baumbach successfully
depicts the moment in every boy's
life when he realizes that Dad is not
a god, he's just a fuck~g asshole.

f!

cream. cheese, and
pumpkin in a food processor. Add
I remaining ingredients and puree until
smooth. Pour into prepared Graham
I cracker crust and bake at 350 degrees fo~
11 hour, or ~ntil _cent~ri~ nearly set (cover
edges of pie with foil midway through
I baking to prevent burning, if necessary).
Refrigerate for 5-6 hours or overnight

I

Ib f
•
e ore serving.
I
Makes 6 to 8 servings.
I
I
...Giselle Tolson I
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Calvin Johnson
K Records
Although I think everything
Calvin Johnson does, except
for playing secret shows in
Red Hook that I am not aware
of, is amazing, his second
solo outing, Before the Dream
Faded, is a huge improvement
over his debut solo album. What
Was Me felt more like a sketch
of something greater, with little
more than words and spare
acoustic guitar throughout. His
latest is still very minimal in
keeping with true Calvin style,
but the sound is richer, laden
with hooks and melodies.
The album starts off with
a tinkling childlike piano
undemeath Calvin's signature
monotone on "When Hearts

complacent about his place in like - most of the set was songs
was great, so this is
voice to this tune, and otht?r the music world, he is pushing off of the new album. Shock of just more of great - probably
guests, like Glass Candy and things forward, which is an Being, the official CD release even improved-great. Make
the Shattered Theatre's Johnny impressive task to undertake of which was only about two . Believe's energy is far more
Jewel on "I Am Without" pop aft.er two decades of making weeks ago, is the band's .first reminiscent ofCap'n Jazz than
LP as, well, Make Believe. pretty much anything on the
up elsewhere. "Rabbit Blood" groundbreaking music.
-camil/a aikenThe same four musicians also various Joan of Arc records;
is a catchy number that Calvin
compose the most recent line they've returned to a more
played in Bard Hall last year
wm donem up of Chicago's Joan of Arc, generic rock band arrangement
and raised a few unsuspecting Thesecretshow in TlVOli
eyebrows with. Its infectious, a favor for the performers,for free. recording for ne!!rly ten years and most critics of JOA's
country-tinged guitar rift is a It had nothingto tb with Bard other and known to have a revolving "pretentiousness" have found
delight. Then on "The Leaves of than the studentsin attendence. No cast of players. Some may also themselves
without
much
know half of this group, namely to complain about. While
Tea" we get some smooth _horn hardfeelings. -Tun Donovan
Tim Kinsella and Sam Zurick, still a little abstract and full
playing before a melodica kicks
as half of Cap'n Jazz, a band of sometimes nonsensical
in. Its jazz freak outs sound akin
highly influential in the "post- wordplay, Make Believe's
to something by Dub Narcotic
punk" /"post-emo':/somethingSound System, another of
music is probably the most
something-whatever
scenes, coherent offering from this
Calvin's many projects.
especially fonsidering that camp to date (solo acoustic
The high point of
they only made records while projects aside): Tim Kinsella
the album comes towards the
in high school, over ten years howls and rambles as wildly
end with "Your Eyes," which
ago. There's a whole family of as ever, though with a bit
would not sound out of place
bands centered around Joan of more melody than he used
on a Beat Happening album.
Arc, and what I'm getting at to as a teenager; and the band
It is even reminiscent of some
is that fans of those bands will clearly makes rock music
lovely, simple Luna tune. The
likely be fans of Make Believe. (I'd argue more clearly than
guitar solo is really beautiful and
What
distinguishes • this as Owls), but in a way that's
quite different for ol' Cal. Before
project is that the musicians angular, mathy and complex.
the Dream Faded is very much Make Believe
have confined themselves to They play out their stories
classic Calvin Johns~n, and a Shock of Being
certain guidelines so as to with excitement, bursting with
nice return to his adolescent, lo- Flames hovel/Polyvinyl
produce
something creatively the kind of emotion that makes
fi pop beginnings. But there is Records
•
new and different from prior you jump and shake rather than
a sense of newness throughout,
work. Shock of Being isn't curl up and, uh, shake. I like the
more ambitious guitar stylings,
If you caught Make Believe
and other terrific ins__trumeotal~ive in ~ laet; 1D011th,you much of a creative lea_e from
hok od m allwm.
-cecca wrobel
arrangements. Instead of being already know what this shit is their self-titled 2004 EP, but
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An Evening (and Morning) with Wolf Parade
by karen soskin

oon

Boeckner: "/
t think they'd like to know the ones I have right now - I tooka chunk out of
anythingaboulus. I dunno,we're not an indie my knuckle on my guitar,my liver buns,I put a
cigaretteout on my arm lastnight and my knee.
rockband.we'rejust a bunchoffackups."
The Wolf Paradeshow at Smogon October21 is split open. My worst injwy was with my last
with Old Tune Relijun, Mussels, Creeping band - I got a full-onconcus&onwhile I was
Nobodies, and Talibam! extended far beyond playing. I was ridingon the shouldersof my
the end of their set at 2:30 in the morning. friendJohnnyand felloff. Todd was there The Montreal boys spent the night on campus lODD: I was there?
drinking whiskey, attacking students with DAN: We were playing at the Troubadour and
silly string, initiating a heartwarming singalong, and playing a mean game of existential
rock-paper-scissors.Once they had fallen
sound asleep at six in the morning cuddling
my teddy bear, I had time to reflect upon the
charming stories they shared, including those
about inter-band wars involving balloons of
Canadian moose piss and strapping roman
candles to their vans to blast the hell out of
each other on the interstate. Lead vocalist
Dan Boeckner, keyboardist Spencer Krug,
and merch wi7.ard Todd Thompson took
twenty minutes out of the busy evening to
discuss their latest tour, medieval armor, and
the ultimate water mammal.
FP: How's the tour been so far?
DAN: It's been okay - it's been a little
rough.

FP: What was the worst show you've
played?

Todd waslODD: Thatwas a bit of am~.
FP: Do you guys usually do covers?
DAN: We've been trotting r'Knockin' On
Heaven's Door'1 out a couple of times, and
sometimesit's good. Tonight - I don't know,
like it was good,yohrdrumming was good-but
I kindofbutcheroo that song.
FP: Well, Avril Lavigne butchered that
song_
DAN: Really? She plays that song?

FP: Yeah,it's pretty bad. If you could play
with any band - dream situation - which
band would it be?
DAN: I'd play with The Fall. I'd love to meet
MarieE Smith.

FP: Haveyou heard their new album("Fall
HeadsRoll"!?
DAN: Probably tonight No, I mean some of DAN: No, do you have it? Jesus fuck, I'd
the Arcade Fire shows were riot pleasant to totallylove to hear that. I didn't hear the last
one, I didn't hear like CountryOn The Click
play at all.
or whatever, but I just bought Wonderfuland
FP: Everyone was just waiting (for the FrighteningWorldof TheFall which has some
of my all-time favorites on it, like that song
ArcadeFire!?
DAN: No, like people were into it, but it was "Bug Day" is amazing- andthat''Oh! Brother''
just a really weird audience,you know, like song,which is like a pop songbutabout fuckin'
fuckin' 15 year-old Arcade Fire fans, you hard-linecommunists,its - yeah! Yeah, they're
know, they'll dance to anything with a drum good, they're totally good.
beat.
FP: We were talking about Huggy Bear
FP: Were you guys in any bands previous and Bratmobile - were they big influences
to Wolf Parade? How was that first gig set for you?
up where they called you and asked you to DAN: Huggy Bearwas a hugeinfluencefor me
open for Amide Fire?
- huge, huge, especiallythe WeaponryListens
DAN: They actuallydidn't call us up"andsay to Loverecord,thatwas amazing.
open fol'theAn:adeFire, it's a totalmisnomer.
We had some friendswho had a friend who FP: Could you get to those shows at all?
was puttingon a show, and Spencer and I had DAN: Fuck no, no. I had to rely on the record.
been talking aboutstartinga band for a really lODD: I saw Huggy Bear..IOtimes.
longtime. Basically,there was this band fi:um DAN: You saw them? Really?
Belgium that was headliningand they told the lODD: Yeah, I lived in Seattle, they were all
promoter,"Our friend Spencer's in this band, over town,yeah - theyplayed with BikiniKill.
they have to play, it's gonna be awesome,"
so the promoter called Spencerand was just FP: What's the best show you guys have
like, "You guys are playing this show," but ever seen?
we didn't really have any songs or anything lODD: Oh God, that's hard
- even practicedyet So we just started the DAN: I got a few. I'd have to say for me, Jesus
band and started practicingin his apll11ment Lizardat the StarfishRoom in Vancouverabout
with some computer speakersand their hired seven or eight yearsago.
Arlenlike two days or a day beforethe show, lODD: Jawbreaker.
practicedtwicebeforethe show. The Arcade DAN: You saw fucking Jawbreaker?
Fire happenedto be playing the same show. lODD: Threetimes.
We had no idea who they were, they weren't
popularat all then, they didn'.t even have the FP: What was your favorite band when
same line-up-it was just like threeofthem. So you were in high school?
then thatwas that.
DAN: Metillica.
lODD: In high school? Jawbreaker.

my favoriterecord.
FP: Are there any special road trip mixes
you listen to? Pre-show mixes?
DAN: We listento a lot of hip hop on tour,just
like cormnercialhip-hop- Dre and Snoopand
Tupacand stufflike that.

troops- ~ lxougbta buochof ooldielsthere
'cause~ werel)IEd abootthepigbeingkilled
and it alrro;t ~ a naliooalwarin like1812.
FP: Do you have a favorite wata- mammal?
DAN: OUm. Warer mammal, that's pretty
specific. I'd say ottersfol' sure. They're wry

intelligmt.

FP: Are you guys dressing up for
Halloween?
lODD & DAN: YES.
DAN: Todd can field thisone...
lODD: Me and Danhave a mutual costume.
DAN: Yeah, it's a complementarycostume.
lODD: I'm gonna go ahead and wear tiedye with a watenneloo- "Good Vibes"AKA
"Mellow Down~•.
DAN:Aool'mgluingJl'()bablyacwplelnmred
cigaretlebuttsto a pairof pantslODD: SyringesDAN: Am sooie syringes,and will
be knownas
"Bad Vibes",yeahand thenwe'll battle.[J:mise]

FP: Do you like to draw? Do you have any
armtic indinationsotherthan playing?
DAN: No. That's all rm goodat. I pmd like
I write,but rm not wry goodat it at all Speo;:cr
likesto draw,he's goodat mlWing.He ooes
~
of~
SPENCER: I sometimespmd I can write
fictimI haterwsi:.Tht'smy(.TQJ'Dttn
DAN:Ihlle~
\\ehateeailale:

I'll betI couldfit thisentirerniaupbc,reintomy
mouth.

DAN:Yoocanquae meonthat.VISU81
art-waste
of time[thisaxnmeotwaslaterremided].

FP: Do youhave a favorite VtiWII
armt?
DAN: I thinkvisualart is kindof a wasteof time.

SPENCER:MarcelDzama...

FP: Youknow,fuck thesequestiom. If you FP: What's the most imane celebrity death
werea knightof theroundtable,wouldyoube you'wem" heard o~ whereyou werejmt ~
soexcitedthatyou'dwearyourannortobed? "Obfuck!"
DAN: When Fabio got hit in the fuce with a
DANANDlODD: No.
seagullandit went entirelythroughhisbrainJlU1
FP:Wouldyouwearit totheroundtable?
and he died Oh- Stq>ben.ksleBemsleinrut his
own throat..
DAN ANDlODD: No.
10DD: Yeah.that'skindofbrulal.
lODD: I'd pubably sellit
DAN: I'd sellit, I'd sellit too.I'd sellit furmead DAN: Wrtha brokenpieceof mimx
Meadandmaybeweocbes.
FP: Who's that?
FP:What'syourfavoritefood?
DAN: Stq>ben.ksle Bernsteinwasa poet and a
DAN: Um, I like Vietnamese.What's your wriref"whopit
onerecordout on SubPq,, he had
favoritefood?
likethisanming bodyof wooc.
Butyeah,he JU
out thisrecordcalledPrisonand thenmtly after
FP: My favoritefood fi probablybuffalo he tolallywentoff the deepend andjust likerut
~ those areprettygood.Whataboutyour his own 1hroat
witha mimx That wascrnzy,that
iiavoritedrink?
was:6.Jckiyg~:
DAN: Jagemieislerandrcxnc:
FP: Since we're in the middle of a rock'n'roll
FP: What's your favorite season?
sleepoverhere, I gum I should dose by asking
DAN: [Iaugm]This is - awesome.Sum-t.er.your favorite movies?
Groundhog
Day.
Spring-nm.~ is my favoritemonth.Foc SPENCER:
sure. Or Decemruuy.
Decemooary
is firJcing DAN: rd haveto say~
fol'sure.
huge.
SPENCER:PerfectStorm. Warcf the W()l"{m.
Wor<ftheWorldvwithTcm Hanks.Doesit have
FP: When you guys learned about hmory in to be a IOOVie
that'sactuallybeenmade?
elementary and middle and high school,was DAN:Actually,no I got it - it's a ~ up betwem
therea favorite war you had?
Ozu's Tok)o StG¥yand Baby GeniuYl'.S.
Am
DAN: Yeah! The war of 1841where Canada if anybody ever canbined Ozu and Baby
actuallyinvooedtheUnitedStatesandburnedthe GeniuYl'.S._
White
Hooseoown
and thenwenthome.
SPENCER: I like KiTO/eKid PaJts land 2 in
lODD: My favoritewouldbe the Pig War! I succe5&00.
..to makeoneepicfihn.
1eanm aboutthiswar,wellit Wll'E't reallya war, IDDD: I'm gonna go smoke. .
on SanJuanIslandTherewaslikethisis1aoo
and DAN: Case closed!
there
wasa pig,anditwasownedbyAmerica,and
thensomeCanadianscamethereand ~ killed
thepig and ate it and~ lxougbttheA1llt'Jican

FP: What's your favorite song to play live

DAN: Actually, Metillica in junior high,
Jawbreaker andUnwound lateron lODD: DinosaurJr'!
. DAN: DinosaurJr, yeah,thatwas big,that
was totallybig. Husker Du, Replacements
- I like a weird mix of punk stuffthat was
popular,likeUnwound, andthen punkstuff
thatwas popularin that generationbeforeI
was - like all the SST bands. I got all my
FP: What did you think of the show tonight? music fi:umthis weird skateshop,so they
How'd you feel about it?
wouldbuy SST's cassettebackcatalogand
DAN: I really liked - I mean like, we prettythat was my introductionto music. And
much couldn't hear anything 'cos the MinorThreat
equipment and stuff:
'causethe PA- but I had a
fuckinggreattime.I thinkI chippeda tooth on FP: What are you listening to lately?
DAN: Fleetwood~
- Tusk. l just got
the micnJPOOl?e.
the reissuewith the demoson it ~ which I
the worst injury you've ever may have lost last night - but it's fucking
FP: ~at's
suffered on tour?
,
amazing,it's my favorite record I'm not
L.--fi
ll+ ,_..J_ ,1__
r.
DAN: On tour?Um, Icouldgo througha listof speakingfor anyone else in the band,but that'sKaren ururro vr Woy Paruut: Wriert they re on tour Lat Bard College]

nowadays,what'sreallycomfortable?
DAN: I feel like an automaton now afterbeing
on tour for so long. I feel comfortable playing
ahnost evetything- except for a new song
that I hateplaying live, 'causeI don't have the
lyricsfor it and I've been makingthemup on
the spot.
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Progress Along the Long Path Towards New Student Space
• by owen conlow

Matt Wing, secretary of the President Botstein told the board that Brudvig,VicePresidentforAdministration,
student Central Committee, recently students had overcome his skepticism will choose the architect.
submitted to President Botstein a and voiced his support for the project . 2) The college will assist in raising
proposal for a new student space for It was also Wmg's impression that the the money; however, building won't
review prior to a-meeting of the Board of completionof this project and the science begin until the estimated 2.6 million
Trustees. He, along with Johanna Klotz building will marlcthe end of the massive has been raised. Unlike the science
(Chair of EPC), Adriane Raff-Corwin expansionthe college has seen in the past building, which is under construction in
(Treasurer of Student Government), decade. Whether or not this is the last anticipation of completingfundraising.
and Sam Kraft (Chair of SIB) met large project to grace this lovely campus Interested parties should attend a student
with the President to discuss the is yet to be seen, but Wmg assures me that forum Thursday,October 27 in the Kline
proposal.According to Wing, President Botstein is on-board for the new student Committee room to discuss what's been
Botstein's response was overwhelmingly space project Of course we, as a student done so .far, how we the students will
positive. He said that he was impressed body, should not sit back and expect to be fundraise alongside the school, and the·
with the proposal and that the students enjoying an autonomousspace in the near setting up of the committeeto chose an
had clearly made their case. He gave his future; we must hold the administrationto architect. StudentGovernmenthas done a
approval and said that he would present this guarantee and do everything we can lot to further this project and it behooves
it to the Board of Trustees as well as the to assist in the process from fundraising students to continue to support it if we
Board of Governors of the Alumni for to assistingwith the actual labor.Sohere's really expect it to happen. Wmg calls this
approval as a priority to begin fundraising what Botsteinhas promisedus:
a "big victory for students," but also says
for.The trustee meeting was held on 1) An architect and a conceptual design he is not willing to sit back yet and plans
the following Wednesday and attended by the end of next semester. An ad hoc to pursueevery possible avenue in pushing
by students Ran Tao and Matt Wing. studentcommitteein conjunctionwith Jim this project forward.

K
With the return of student space,
why not bring back Adirondack
machines?

from the program. Boykin present, he also pulled out a
was under the impression
bottle of sleeping pills and a
that he had been guaranteed a G-string made of Pez, which
slot at a meeting with Wilson ·he said were the tools black
and Farrakhan earlier in the girls use to turn other girls
week, while Wi~son denies into lesbians. Although by the
ever having come to such an end of the meeting Boykin and
agreement. At the preparatory
his associates believed that
meeting, Wilson lashed out differences had been settled and
against
gay
leaders
and a conclusion reached, clearly
activists, who he claimed had Farrakhan and Wilson were
been harassing him constantly
under a different impression
for homophobic remarks he entirely - illustrating
that
had delivered in a sermon at although Millions More was a
his church.
Wilson showed more inclusive march than its
meeting attendees a copy of forerunner, much contention
"The New Joy of Gay Sex," still exists between not only
which he claimed had been the Black community
and
seat to him by gay leaders. other groups, but within the
Much to the shock of those black OOIDmnnity
itself.

Joan Didion's Latest Opus
by alice gregory

Death, and grief by association,
has become an abstraction. The success
of modem medicine and advanced
technology has eliminated this basic and
cyclical event, intrinsic to the human
condition. Even in old age, death takes
us by surprise, pragmatically confounds
us. Death, once a part of life, is now a
punctuator, something worth examining.
In Joan Didion's latest opus, "The Year
of Magical Thinking," she toils with
the compounding of her daughter's
hospitalization and her husband's deadly
heart attack. The book while tearinducing, resonates not because of it's
emotional elements, but due to it's logos
- one of the triads typically devoid in
times of grief. With the rise of American
Fundamentalism, it is comforting and
refreshing to read a secular account
of notions and emotions particularly
susceptible to religious interpretation.
The metaphors that Didon employs
are academic, not to be confused with
biological. She draws medical and
scientific comparisons, but they do not
diminish the emotions that are obviously
connected with death. Her metaphors are
not literary; she draws them for herself,
as a way of delineating the insanity that
begins to shroud her notoriously lucid
and analytic thoughts. She is determined
to receive the results of her husband's
autopsy, proof of telos. She illustrates
both the order and entropy of life with
geologic tableaus: Richter scales and
sedimentary strata. She develops a
m:lfltra, and while· oxymoronic with the
cogent, distinctly anti-trance advice, it is
repeated in her head, and by extension in
the book: "Read, learn, work it up, go to
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the literature. Information is control."
Joan Didion was married to John Gregory
Dunne, also a writer, for forty years.
They both worked at home and seldom
spent more than a few days apart. His
death left her alone. Even in a time so
distinctly different from the duality she
had grown accustomed to, her cinematic
writing style, endemic to Didion only,
is manifest: "l had been trying to
substitute an alternate reel. Now I was
trying only to reconstruct the collision,
the collapse of the dead star."
Poetic without being vague, she
renders the period with imagery. She
describes the waning of life with, "Leis
go brown, Tectonic plates shift, deep
currents move, islands vanish, rooms
get forgotten."
For the first time in her writing,
Didion 's impenetrable detachment and
intimidating intelligence is stripped
away, and, appropriately considering
the circumstances, she is left bruised,
or, as she describes the feeling "raw".
She can't trust herself and refers to "the
shallowness of sanity." She recounts
thoughts that, in retrospect, she labels
as daft: keeping his shoes in case he
returned, rejoicing in Julia Child's
death because it would mean they could
dine together - thoughts incongruous
with her typical practicality.
Didion always establishes authority- in
her writing. Since her essays are always
personal, we need not be wary of the
fallacy of association, we can be sure
that Di<k>nherself is the narrator. The
hero has been humbled. She doubted
her lifetime of work; in comparison to
death it all seemed petty. But in fact,

what is extraordinary about the book
is her ability to apply her rational, and
almost masculine, thought patterns to a
situation so devoid of logic. It proves
that bathos is not the best method
for drawing sympathy - instead,
Didion succeeded
in gravitating
empathy. We respect her mind, we
respect her grievance, we respect her
interpretation, and especially in the

absence of a husbMd, we respect her.
The only point of criticism is how the
book makes the reader feel: catatonic,
numb, and devoid of introspectiqn. Joan
Didion 's literary, as well as personal
reverence, was always warranted in the
past and can only swell to new levels. In
comparison to her year of magical and
often delusional thinking, we must begin
to wonder ifwe were thinking at all.
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Crossword: No Shit Sherlock
1

8

10

13

9

14

28

30

35

37

31

56

55-

57

58

61

59

64

62

R 0

68

66
ACROSS
I. What to do when offered drugs
5. ___
International
I 0. Ryan, Marissa and Seth show
I I. Star Wars Weapon
13. Broadcasting, abbrev.
14. School home to the Bruins
I 6. Who to call for a tow
17. Green eggs and ham lover
20. Salt and Pepper lyric
'n. Either Bar ol"'Rat
25. East Side Ave. in NYC
~- .Actress Gardner
28. Number I
29. Contents of the album "1"

35.
37.
38.
39.
43.
44.
45.
46.
49.
50.

_,
59.
60.
6 I.
62.

Forearm bone
Mexican wrestling assoc.
Sounds following ticks
Faulty ball-to-bat contact
Brightly colored float
Murderer
Lil' Jon's form of birth control
Healthcar_eorg's
Sound receptor
Gab

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

companion
7. Fuzzy Sesame Street character
8. Friend of Frog, of children's
book fame
9. Often candied root
l l. Airplane, in relation to other
action flicks
12. Musician Joan
15. Woman without the diamonds,
abbrev.
18. Shocked
19. Letters that mean money
21. Where to look up an actor on
the web
22. Paradise where Arthur rests
24. Hip Hop star Elliot
25. Cartoon cat
26. Opium locales
28. Sneaker label
30. Changed, as a dress
31. Roald Dahl character
32. Vagabond
33. Places to find post-ops
34. Rendered helpless, in boxing
35. Sounds like "Wizard of_"
36. Sounds-of satisfaction.
40. Furniture co. featured in Fight
Club
4 I. Hardwood comm~nly used
for furniture
42. Sound of surprise
47. Speed, abbrev.
48. With:'up," checked out

Morning, abbrev.
Device with 2 electrodes
Pea containers
Pale
"___
we forget"

50. Delicious, slangily
51. Surrenders, in poker
52. To send via UPS
53. Heavenly signifier
54. Lady of the D'Ubervilles
55. Kissing sound
56. Prefix with way or road
57. Woodwind instrument
58. Competition, briefly
63. Laugh sound

Crossword Solutions
for Last Issue
0 p H
A
R
R

DOWN
· l. What the little boy didn't know
containedchicken
2. With~Wea~" fQl.:ecasttitle
Edtbfefungus
. 11
many-a
a.
Has been called purple__
4. Popular HIV/AIDS therapy
Waste disposal locale
5. Abbrev. clothing line with bird
Competent
reference
Haiti or Cuba to a Frenchman 6. South Park's Mr. Garrison's
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Tossing Disc with Mike Dudczak
by tim donovan

part one in a series

I recently had the opportunity to interview
printmaker, ex-Noodle, creator of Loog, and
enthusiastic disc-tosserMike Dudczak. In pt
2, we'll tackle tough issues about disc golf
itself. For more Mike-related work, go see
his art banging in Fisher.
FP: Could you introduce yourself?
MD: Sure, I'm Michael Dudczak, that's
about it
FP: What year is this for you here at Bard?
MD: It's my fifth year. Why do you need
to ask that, you just want to rub that in my
face?
FP: What's your major?
MD: I'm a studio art major.
FP: What do you think of the choice of
Harriet Miers as a choice for Supreme Court
Justice? Do you think Bush is setting up his
next choice to appear more moderate by

has been growing since. It's not quite at the
level of being on ESPN2, but its started to get
some news coverage. It's growing.

FP: You were recently at a competition, what
was that like?
MD: The most recent one I went to was at a
FP: Is it at its most popular point?
course that's about IO miles from my house
MD: It's been on a continual rise since its. outside of Syracuse. It was a pretty crappy
creatiol).There hasn't been a point in the past day weather-wise, pretty cold and damp.
Unless there is danger of injury they usually
when it's been popular, and is still growing.
don't cancel tournaments. I played pretty
FP: ls it expensive?
.
poorly but so did everyone else.
MD: It only costs you as much money to buy
a disc or two, and each can cost as cheap as FP: How did you do?
8 bucks.
MD: I ended up taking 7 of 122 in the
intermediatedivision. Although tournaments
FP: You recently purchased the world's best are broken up into pro, advanced,
disc, can you tell me about that?
intermediate, and beginning, and there
MD: The world's best disc. I actually have are often separations between- men's and
several discs that claim to be the worlds' women's divisions.
best disc. Since there are several different
companies, each pushes their own disc as FP: Is a warm day better for disc?
the \>est Generally the flight characteristics MD: Depends on how warm you're talking
are pretty intuitive, the claim is that they fly about My ideal weather is somewhere
further.
around 60-65 with a little wind

TD: Where do you see yourself in a~
MD: In one year, I don't really have a clue.
Maybe on my sister's eouch in Boston,
Massachusetts. Other than that, I don't have
a lot of other thoughts.

comparison?
MD: I would not disagree with that
•

FP: How do you seethe Valerie Plame case

resolvingitself, if at all?
MD: I thought this was an interview about
disc golf.
FP: If you could pick -one person to be
president, who would it be?
MD: Krist Novoselic (check spelling)
FP: What's the state of disc golf?
MD: What's the state of disc golf? It's a
spo~ that was formed about 40 years ago and

FP: Are the discs vegan?
MD: That's a good question.
FP:Tbanks.
MD: I'm pretty sure they are. I'm pretty sure
thereare no animal products used in their
creation.
FP: Recently in pther sports such as baseball,
there has been a lot of talk about perfonnance
enhancing dugs used by players. Is there any
legitimacy to the claim that there is drug use
in disc golf?
MO: I'd say that there is drug use in lots of
things - disc golf is no exception.

FP: Can you tell us about the Dudes' Cup?
MD: It's a tournament, that is by no means
official, that's held between myself and a
bunch ofmy friends that p\ay disc golf back
home. I played it first last year, three months
after I started taking disc golf moreseriously.
I won it that year beating a guy who had won
it for several years before that And I won
it again this year. There's not a whole lot
of focus on who ends up taking the cup, its
more a responsibility that you have to round
up everybody next year and hold the next
Dudes'Cup.
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Somebody's In The Kitchen With ...
_ {

Scallops in "Cream Sauce -

~
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(I made this one up so the measurements aren't

.... -.~---i..--------..---

..---------

1 precise. If you need exact measurements, pull out a

Julia Childs cookbook, or just use 1 or 2 Tb. butter and
6 Tbs. oil, if it is about a dozen scallops. Just add more
butter and oil if it doesn't look like·enough)

I

Scallops: When you buy scallops, smell them. Julia
Child says they should have sweet, mild fresh odor.
Don't buy if strong smelling. Refrigerate them. Keep
in mind that the scallop is a luxury item and should be
enjoyed on special occasions in order to maintain a
humble existence. Rinse the scallops, pull the "hard
little nubbin fastened to the side" off, if it is attached.
(Julia Childs says that little piece is tough when cooked.I
but you can use it to add to a fish stock).

•I

Ingredients:
Scallops (guh)
Flour
Salt
Pepper
Butter
Olive oil
Heavy Cream (or cream fraiche)
Lime
Dry Vermouth or White Wine (you can probably get a
senior or older junior to buy for you)
Rinse, drain and lightly pat dry with paper towels. Keep
refrigerated until ready to cook. Sprinkle dry ~callops
with salt and pepper. Right before cooking dredge
scallops in flour. Gently shake off excess flour. Heat
frying pan over med. high heat. Melt butter with oil.
Add scallops when hot. (Don't let them touch.): Cook
about 60 seconds on each side. Then, toss again and
cook another 60 seconds or so. (Takes about 2 or 3
minutes.) They should feel lightly springy to the touch.)
Remove cooked ~11c,ps from pan. Add vermouth to
pan, scraping sides and bottom (with wooden spoon,
preferably). Add one-hatf lime juice. Heat. Add cream
until boiling. Whisk. Serve.
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I Free PressClipn' Save Recipe#3
I
...Michael Knight.J
L ___________

by mike dudczak
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